
22/07/2020 

MS Anita Kalcic 
35 Quirk ST 
Dee Why NSW 2099 
anita@kaltechsecurity.com.au 

RE: DA2020/0661 - 7356 / 1167221 Huston Parade NORTH CURL CURL NSW 2099

Oh My goodness Northern Beaches Council! 
Why would you even consider to allow this to be placed on beautiful playing fields and 
parklands near the ocean? Are you insane?
Obviously an nice open and easy location for Optus to work with. 
I understand we need mobile phone coverage but the location of this structure needs to be in 
the appropriate zoned location. 
The proposed DA location of the telecom facility is now deemed for the use of residents and 
visitors and is open park space which is defined as a RECREATIONAL ZONE for the leisure of 
public. 
The proposed Optus structure is for business purposes and therefore this DA should not be 
considered given its current chosen location. An alternate location zoned 
COMMERICAL/INDUSTRIAL should only be considered.

Has consideration been given to erecting this structure on other government occupied/owned 
land such as:
The eastern precinct of the Brookvale Industrial area would be a much more suitable location. 
It is located only a few hundred metres from its current proposed area. 
Sydney Water Sewer Fix situated at 27 Sydenham Road, Brookvale 
Brookvale Bus Depot (Warringah Road and Powells Road) - plenty of space here.

We residents all pay our rates and we also believe that the Council has a DUTY OF CARE to 
keep our beaches and parks natural and clean for everyone to enjoy safely.
Curl Curl is a beautiful open space and undeveloped beachfront. It should not be considered 
as a blank canvas for development. We residents value the natural beauty of the area - it's the 
very reason we choose to live here.
Also we would like more definition - what is the "integrated telecommunciations facility on top" -
this is noted on the DA application. ?

Thank you
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